
1) Crank by Ellen Hopkins

Availability: libraries at Francis Howell Middle School, Barnwell Middle School, and all Francis
Howell district high schools.

Notes: Story of a junior in high school who travels to see her dad and who becomes addicted to
meth (“crank”) while visiting him.  Contrast between the person she was and the person she
became as a result of addiction.  While the author states she hopes to deter readers from the
monster that is meth – there is significant detail about substance abuse and sexual content in
the book.

Sample pages:

● Multiple scenes throughout the book with detailed information about substance abuse.
Examples of substance abuse in the book include underage drinking, smoking cigarettes,
using pot, using meth, and using ecstasy at a rave.  A few examples can be found on pages
308, 379, and 426-437.

● There are various references to sex and making out throughout the book.  There is a very
graphic/detailed rape scene on pages 341-343.



● There are a number of very crude references throughout this book.  Several of these
examples can be found on pages 165, 264, 274, and 510.

● In the scene of the rave where people are doing drugs it talks about people cutting each
other and drinking each other’s blood (page 437).

● The main character steals her mom’s bank card out of the mail to pay for her drug habit
(pages 475-476).

● A discussion between the main character and her friend about the decision to adopt vs.
abort contains a mention of a mom choosing to give birth and then changing her mind and
killing her baby (page 513).

● The book includes a scene where the main character is receiving a Planned Parenthood
consultation about her pregnancy options.  It mentions that to abort her baby she would
only need $500 and would not need to tell her parents (page 490).

Screen Shots:

From the graphic rape scene





From pages describing substance abuse and being high







2) George by Alex Gino

Availability: libraries at Hollenbeck Middle School, Barnwell Middle School, and Saeger Middle
School.

Notes: Story of a fourth grade biological male and his journey as he identifies as female and
comes out as transgender to the people in his life.  The story centers on the main character and
best friend who audition to be in Charlotte’s Web at their school.  The main character struggles
because they want to play the traditionally female role of Charlotte but they are biologically
male.  George surprises family, friends, and classmates by coming out and playing the female
role of Charlotte.  Francis Howell parents and community members might very well have
different perspectives about the appropriateness of this book for district middle schoolers.
While we all wish to be kind to others, some parents are likely to feel the book crosses some
lines (explained below).

Sample pages:

● George discusses use of hormones and puberty blockers in a very flippant way that makes it
sound easy peasy.  There is no acknowledgement of potential side effects or potential
long-term harm to individuals using these medications to block puberty or transition (Pages



47 and 104).  Students can read this information in George without the awareness or
consent of their parents.  Parents interested in digging a bit deeper on the issue of puberty
blockers and hormone use might consider reading Abigail Shrier’s 2020 book Irreversible
Damage.

● George crosses a line by suggesting clearing internet search history to hide searches from
parents.  Teens are at risk of becoming victims of online predators, and we have books in our
schools that suggest hiding internet search history from parents? (Page 105)

● George crosses another line by featuring a principal interfering in the business of the family.
The principal offers an open door for the fourth grade student to come talk to her when she
realizes the parent might not be supportive of the child’s decision to come out identifying as
female. (Pages 160-161).  Literature available in schools should not normalize principals and
educators going around parental authority.

● The book also includes a scene in which the fourth grade biological male changes clothes in
the same bedroom as his fourth grade biological female best friend (albeit with their backs
turned).  The biological female even gives the biological male best friend a pair of her
underwear so that he has female underwear that he can wear on his trip to the zoo.  Many
parents would find this creepy and inappropriate.  (Page 187).



Screen Shots:

Mentions of hormones and puberty blockers





Mentions of clearing internet search to hide info from parents



Interference of school principal into family business





Female student giving underwear to male best friend from school



3) Monday’s Not Coming by Tiffany Jackson

Availability: libraries at Hollenbeck Middle School, Barnwell Middle School, Saeger Middle
School, Francis Howell Middle School, and all Francis Howell School District high schools.

Notes: An interesting story about an 8th grade student whose best friend goes missing.  It turns
out that the best friend and best friend’s younger brother are murdered by their abusive mother
and are stuffed in a freezer in the family townhome.  The book explores friendship and coming of
age.  It opens the reader’s eyes to the fact that we often do not know a lot about the people
closest to us.  It was hard to put this book down as it was a very compelling read.  However,
there are a number of mature themes that likely make this inappropriate for middle schoolers
and younger high school students.

Sample pages:

● Language throughout the book is crude (Examples: “Dyke bitch” pg. 11,  “Fuck” pg. 136,
“Nigga” pg. 136, “Licking your box” (a reference to oral sex) pg. 194, “A ‘ho is a ‘ho, I ain’t
gonna sugarcoat shit to make it easier for her to swallow!  And, we all know you know how
to swallow” pg. 287).

● Sex scene (pgs. 246-247).
● House party with underage drinking (a student as young as 8th grade drinking) (pg. 293).



● Making out and inappropriate touching involving students from 8th grade through high
school (pg. 297).

● Reference to a minor “sucking dick” (pg. 299).
● Crude reference to the body of the murdered girl, “They thawed that bitch out like a fucking

turkey!” (Pg. 410).
● Screen Shots:

Sex Scene





House Party (Involving students as young as 8th grade making out and drinking)



Mention of 8th Grader “Sucking Dick”



4) The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison

Availability: Libraries at Francis Howell North High School and Francis Howell High School.
Available in print and audio formats.

Notes: This book is very well written and is often regarded as a classic.  It is the story of a young
black woman in the 1930’s.  The young woman comes from a very poor family with a drunk and



abusive father.  She struggles with self-image and feeling ugly and worthless.  Her feelings about
herself are aggravated by the way those around her treat her and by the unjust way black people
were often viewed and treated in general in that time period in the US.  The book also explores
the life circumstances that contributed to the dysfunction of the abusive father.  This is a book
that might be more appropriate for adult readers than teens due to the very graphic sexual
content.

Sample pages:

● The N word or variations of this are used multiple times in the book.  Of course, this word
was used in the historical time period the story is set in. (Pg. 13, 42, 87)

● Very many graphic sexual references and scenes throughout the book – including incest and
pedophelia (Pgs. 84-85, 130-131, 139, 147-148, 162-163, 166, 178-179, 181)

Screen Shots:

Sexually Graphic Commentary



The Incestuous Rape of 11 Year Old





Pedophile’s Disturbing Commentary on Breasts of Young Girls


